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From the endlessly creative minds of comics legends Grant Morrison and Andy Kubert comes a startling
new chapter in the life of Gotham's Dark Knight.

The mysterious Talia, daughter of arch villain Ra's al Ghul and Batman's one-time love, returns with a boy
named Damian and claims the child is Batman's.

Stunned, the Dark Knight takes the child in, but the boy, raised among the brutal dictates of the League of
Assassins, has his own agenda.  Soon, both Tim Drake, Bruce Wayne's newly adopted heir and Alfred,
Wayne's faithful butler, find themselves targets of this genetically perfect and very angry child.

Is Damian really just a misguided boy trying to prove himself to his father—or have long years of Talia's
indoctrination left him an operative solely designed to destroy Batman?

Under the masterly skills of Morrison and Kubert, BATMAN AND SON is one of the most intriguing
Batman tales ever told.

This volume collects Batman #655-658 and #663-666.
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From reader reviews:

Julia Faulkner:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be upgrade about what going on or info even
knowledge to make these individuals keep up with the era which can be always change and make progress.
Some of you maybe will update themselves by reading through books. It is a good choice for yourself but the
problems coming to an individual is you don't know which you should start with. This Batman and Son is
our recommendation to help you keep up with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and wish
in this era.

Randy Gable:

The book untitled Batman and Son contain a lot of information on this. The writer explains her idea with
easy method. The language is very simple to implement all the people, so do certainly not worry, you can
easy to read this. The book was authored by famous author. The author gives you in the new age of literary
works. You can easily read this book because you can continue reading your smart phone, or gadget, so you
can read the book in anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open up their official
web-site in addition to order it. Have a nice examine.

Jean Proffitt:

That guide can make you to feel relax. This particular book Batman and Son was colorful and of course has
pictures on there. As we know that book Batman and Son has many kinds or genre. Start from kids until
teens. For example Naruto or Private investigator Conan you can read and feel that you are the character on
there. Therefore not at all of book are generally make you bored, any it offers you feel happy, fun and chill
out. Try to choose the best book in your case and try to like reading this.

Jesus Jones:

A lot of publication has printed but it differs. You can get it by net on social media. You can choose the best
book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever by simply searching from it. It is referred to as of book
Batman and Son. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without leaving behind the printed book, it might
add your knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about
reserve. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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